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When eight second-year students at the Center for Curatorial Studies at Bard College (CCS Bard) encountered The Netletter, the “issues”—seven seemingly separate collations of printed paper and ephemera in plastic sleeves—were securely stored in labeled archival folders. These folders were systematically housed in a numbered system of Hollinger metal-edge document boxes, specially designed for long-term preservation of paper items. The order of the items was devised to promote discovery amongst the investigators of The Colin de Land and Pat Hearn Library Collection, the larger archival collection in which The Netletter run resides. Though this imposed order may have appeared intuitive and seamless to its users, the reality is far more complex. From its inception as an intellectual entity, The Colin de Land and Pat Hearn Library Collection resisted categorization into standardized archival systems, eluding the traditional confines of taxonomies and categorizations: a metaphorical square peg in a round hole. If the intent, scope, and origins of The Netletter are obscure and defy definition, it is partially a reflection of the idiosyncrasies of its parent collection.

The Colin de Land and Pat Hearn Library Collection includes the personal libraries of the gallerists Colin de Land (1955-2003) and Pat Hearn (1955-2000), as well as those of their respective galleries, American Fine Arts, Co., and Pat Hearn Gallery. The collection is a portrait of de Land and Hearn as individuals, business owners, and as a couple. Comprising approximately 2,300 books, periodicals, catalogs, and media items, the collection encompasses items from obscure German artists’ books and catalogs, to mass-produced pamphlets on Eastern medicine and holistic diets.

In 2014, the Library and Archives at CCS Bard acquired The Colin de Land and Pat Hearn Library Collection from the German art collector and gallery owner Alexander Schröder in 2014. Schröder first bought the collection in 2006 from Daniel McDonald and Christine Tsvetanov, representatives of the Colin de Land estate. It is important to note that the collection did not get its current name until it was acquired by CCS Bard, at which point “The Colin de Land Library” was changed to “The Colin de Land and Pat Hearn Library Collection.” Though contrary to the archival principles of provenance and respect des fonds (the idea that items in archival collections should be organized according to their original order), this intervention, which reflects the significant input and involvement of Pat Hearn and Pat Hearn Gallery in the development of the collection, was a crucial and well overdue adjustment.

The primary idiosyncrasy of The Colin de Land and Pat Hearn Library Collection is that the collection is an archival repository of bibliographic material. Generally, archives are distinct from libraries: the former houses unpublished materials, while the latter houses publications that may have copies in many locations. Yet it was clear to the Archives staff that the value of the items in The Colin de Land and Pat Hearn Library Collection lay in their unique attributes. Inscriptions, marginalia and inserts, such as a lipstick kiss mark on the inside of the jacket of Benjamin Buchloch’s Neo-Avantgarde and Culture Industry, or locks of hair pressed into the pages of Books and Portraits by Virginia Woolf, along with copious inscriptions from artists, fellow gallerists, friends, and family, provide extraordinary distinguishing value for each item.
Thus, the Archives staff decided to create an archival finding aid in which bibliographic records are described as archival objects. This required that overrides and customizations be added to ArchivesSpace, the collections management software used to create finding aids and to process the archival collections at CCS. Each publication was entered individually, with each entry noting “unique attributes,” for which an internal standardized vocabulary was specifically developed. With this in place, it is possible for a user of the collection to perform a keyword search with the finding aid for the term “postcard insert,” and discover all publications in the collections containing an extraneous 4 x 6 inch postcard.

Scholarship on the The Colin de Land and Pat Hearn Library Collection is scarce, and scholarship on The Netletter is virtually nonexistent. The Netletter’s conglomerates in their plastic book bags do not outwardly display a wealth of distinguishing information, and their significance to de Land and Hearn is shrouded in mystery. Yet, in many ways, The Netletter fits perfectly within The Colin de Land and Pat Hearn Library Collection, as a distillation of the facets of the collection that resist categorization. As with the collection in which it is found, The Netletter refuses to be one thing. It is a publication that was ostensibly distributed to readers, but contains unique handwritten items that cannot be reproductions. It orbits contemporary art, but spins without a clear path to other topics—the NFL, the Gulf War. As with the The Colin de Land and Pat Hearn Library Collection, The Netletter presents a portrait of its creator, Red Ed, highlighting their incongruities and multiplicities.
Yuji Agematsu’s practice is defined largely by daily walks during which he collects debris scattered across different neighborhoods of New York City. He places the materials into rectangular cellophane wraps, the kind typically used for cigarette cases. Occasionally, Agematsu gathers objects larger than the cellophane pack; these go into a plastic bag.
“So we’re walking, walking process is very important, you know. Usually, I walk faster.”
“Faster? We can go faster if you want.”
“No, no, no.”

“People need throw away things. It’s very important for us human beings to toss. Our brain as well, we automatically need to sleep, right? This is because, we have to clean up our brain. We always build up junks in our brain and we have to sweep them out.”

“So I came from another country. [When I arrived] I was so panicked.”
“I love the junction area, because of people walking, a very energetic area. Also I am very familiar with junctions. It’s easy to walk because of the grid... [the city] structure is totally made of grids. So easy to turn around, make a right, make a left.”

The heightened energy at intersections reflects the lively rhythm of rush hour, during which he purposely arranged to meet me.

“City always has the name of the corners. Everything has a name. And then, stuff like this...” He picks up an object, which calls to him through some combination of shape, color, or form. “The fragments of consumption. Each object has human gestures. Because it came out from another person. Someone made a shape.”

The first objects he picks up are a pair of plastic wrap bits—red and dark turquoise—partially adhered to each other by street gunk of unrecognizable origin.
"I became very sensitive about where to go, how to spend time. I have to be very responsible for myself, in using time and space, because everything is limited. I used to be a freelance worker, so I'd get a job and then I got to go exactly on time, you know, nine o’clock to five o’clock. And then wages, I get sent the invoice by mail. You also have to work in teams. Finding an apartment with a budget, comparing the numbers, always with numbers. It’s all systems."

Agematsu’s daily walks and collection of materials are similar to any of his other routines, like his previous day jobs. This is “ordinary scale” and “consumption.”
At another cross street, he finds shattered pieces of red glass and immediately gravitates towards them. They seem to have once belonged to a car’s taillights. “This is from an accident,” he says, as he picks up quite a few pieces.

“I am in between. I am always suspended in between. Like a moment. All objects are also suspended in between. My responsibility is to represent those stuffs which we call trash or waste. They are lost identities because they have lost value. I want to change the value. That is why objects are very important for me.” Agematsu does not collect what he personally discards. He only collects what he calls “accidental objects.”

5a. The taillight can’t be made whole again, but those fragments of the crash can still adhere to each other, through other adhesive or binding substances: gum, tangled hair, spit, exhaust, runoff, or a sticky resin. Agematsu uses these substances to hold his assemblages together, too. Such materials are vital to his compositions. Sometimes he picks up a pre-existing assemblage, already held together, and sometimes he produces a new assemblage. Regardless, creating compositions for Agematsu is a way to see details with a “different attitude.”

“Adhesives are like language. They put things together. They are vehicles.”

“We spent 52 minutes. We created time.”

The final chewing gum. Our walk ends at 4:56 pm.
Sometime in the early 1990s (when, exactly, is hard to say with any certainty), Edward “Red Ed” Braddock III, a chronicler of sorts, began distributing a subversive underground zine called The Netletter in small pockets of Manhattan’s Lower East Side (LES), East Village (EV) and SoHo scenes via unconventional channels. Red Ed handed out The Netletter, a transparent plastic baggie of loosely collected heterogeneous material, including self-published newsletters and promotional announcements, to passersby on the bustling sidewalks of these downtown neighborhoods. Just how many copies of this self-proclaimed “CHRONICLE ABOUT FINE ART” Red Ed circulated, to whom—whether (un)interested friends, acquaintances, and/or strangers—and at what price remains undetermined, as does the purpose of this effort and the motivations behind the various strategies of production and distribution it utilized. This grab bag stretched from the friviosity of nightclub flyers to the seriousness of safe sex kits by Gay Men’s Health Crisis, Inc. Speculation abounds.

Regardless, it is clear, from our present vantage point, that we can decisively say at least three things about The Netletter. First, its contents document the LES, EV, and SoHo neighborhoods at a particular and particularly transformative time. As many of the establishments and social scenes referenced no longer exist, The Netletter serves as a time capsule, whether or not it was intended for such a fate. Second, if those neighborhoods were in the process of major transformation, so too was the distinct and transitional media landscape within which The Netletter was situated, one that straddled zine distribution, copy centers, 24-hour news cycles, and the spread of digital sociability. And third, if this recent past feels sharply separated from our present moment by those transformations in how information and memory was stored, circulated, and experienced, the lived reality and urgencies—“Money For AIDS, Not For War”—that show themselves between The Netletter’s snark and ephemera have hardly vanished.

THIS IS A SERIOUS CALL FOR ART
THAT’S AS HOT AS THE WEATHER IS OUT, RIGHT AT THIS POINT.

LIBRARY, COLLECTION, ARCHIVE
We, eight second-year students at the Center for Curatorial Studies at Bard College (CCS Bard), were introduced to The Netletter by Ann Butler, Director of the Library and Archives, and Evan Calder Williams, professor of critical theory and media history. If the intent, scope, and origins of The Netletter remain obscure, the history of our access to it is less so. The Netletter came to rest—bagged, folded, boxed, and shelved safely—within CCS Bard as part of The Colin de Land and Pat Hearn Library Collection, which includes the personal library collections of the New York City gallerists Colin de Land (1955-2003) and Pat Hearn (1955-2000), as well as those of their respective galleries, American Fine Arts, Co. [A.F.A.] (1982-2004) and Pat Hearn Gallery (1983-2002). The Library and Archives at CCS Bard acquired The Colin de Land and Pat Hearn Library Collection from art collector and commercial gallery owner Alexander Schröder in 2014. Schröder first bought the collection in 2006 from Daniel McDonald and Christine Tsvetanov, representatives of the Colin de Land estate. Prior to entering CCS Bard’s archives, the collection was cataloged by Juliette Blighman, Alex Gartenfeld, and Magmus Schäfer. Schäfer’s short essay on this project, Unpacking a Library (2012), mentions several small-run artist periodicals present in the collection, including PIG magazine and Bernadette Corporation’s Made in USA. There is no mention of The Netletter.

If The Colin de Land and Pat Hearn Library Collection “read as a whole […] presents a unique portrait of each gallery, the artists they represented and interacted with, and the lives of Pat Hearn and Colin de Land,” then The Netletter read as a whole may also be understood from a particular perspective to be doing the same, representing a network of relations, social scenes, and neighborhoods, albeit on a smaller scale and during a much shorter time period. As a particularly loud form of bricolage, The Netletter reveals the idiosyncrasies of its producer, muddying any clear division between its seemingly personal and commercial content. It swerves across registers, in terms of both its medium (from the designed to the found and from the one-off to the mass produced) and its tone (from the prankster and ironic to its punishing anger and manifest social commitments). In this way, and no matter its intention, The Netletter makes visible a handful of relationships mediated by print, people, and place, albeit in especially entangled forms.

In this sense, it is not so much the significance of any individual piece of material in The Netletter, but rather the relationship between the materials, that allows making meaning out of its accumulated scatter. It is unclear whether or not Red Ed was soliciting galleries like Pat Hearn and A.F.A., or their proprietors or patrons, but the relationship between the materials is clear. In the process of making meaning out of the Netletter’s scatter, we can see a particular logic operating behind its accumulation. Looking across materials and across time, it is possible to piece together a portrait of The Netletter that allows us to see both its particularity and its place within the larger contexts of The Colin de Land and Pat Hearn Library Collection.

This essay is an attempt to do just that. It is an attempt to unpack The Netletter, to reveal the idiosyncrasies of its producer, muddying any clear division between its seemingly personal and commercial content. It swerves across registers, in terms of both its medium (from the designed to the found and from the one-off to the mass produced) and its tone (from the prankster and ironic to its punishing anger and manifest social commitments). In this way, and no matter its intention, The Netletter makes visible a handful of relationships mediated by print, people, and place, albeit in especially entangled forms.

In this sense, it is not so much the significance of any individual piece of material in The Netletter, but rather the relationship between the materials, that allows making meaning out of its accumulated scatter. It is unclear whether or not Red Ed was soliciting galleries like Pat Hearn and A.F.A., or their proprietors or patrons, but the relationship between the materials is clear. In the process of making meaning out of the Netletter’s scatter, we can see a particular logic operating behind its accumulation. Looking across materials and across time, it is possible to piece together a portrait of The Netletter that allows us to see both its particularity and its place within the larger contexts of The Colin de Land and Pat Hearn Library Collection.

This essay is an attempt to do just that. It is an attempt to unpack The Netletter, to reveal the idiosyncrasies of its producer, muddying any clear division between its seemingly personal and commercial content. It swerves across registers, in terms of both its medium (from the designed to the found and from the one-off to the mass produced) and its tone (from the prankster and ironic to its punishing anger and manifest social commitments). In this way, and no matter its intention, The Netletter makes visible a handful of relationships mediated by print, people, and place, albeit in especially entangled forms.

In this sense, it is not so much the significance of any individual piece of material in The Netletter, but rather the relationship between the materials, that allows making meaning out of its accumulated scatter. It is unclear whether or not Red Ed was soliciting galleries like Pat Hearn and A.F.A., or their proprietors or patrons, but the relationship between the materials is clear. In the process of making meaning out of the Netletter’s scatter, we can see a particular logic operating behind its accumulation. Looking across materials and across time, it is possible to piece together a portrait of The Netletter that allows us to see both its particularity and its place within the larger contexts of The Colin de Land and Pat Hearn Library Collection.
who are not members of a particular scene, community, standing of the role of ephemera in the dissemination and production practices. A networked newsletter—a netletter. of newly forming digital organizational, display, and production practices. A networking—a netletter. As a mash-up and alternative source of collected and peddled information, The Netletter therefore found its shape through the appropriation of various print and digital media forms: table of contents, newsletters, chatrooms, computer desks, and websites. If these modes of production and reception can be recognized by not only their distinct contents or purposes but also their respective aesthetics, then the visual language of The Netletter comes to be defined above all through their conglomeration. Overall, it earnestly and sarcastically embraced a disolving DIY ethic inherited from 1980s hardcore and 1970s punk scenes in New York City. As a partial map with many holes, suffused with Red Ed’s ALL-CAPS commentary and various adverbial elements, The Netletter now defines us, as much as it was once defined by, the personal and commercial environments in which it emerged. The Netletter provides a granular glimpse into micro-histories that are long gone or may have never been true to begin with and are no longer available as a whole. While it was assembled with an acute understanding of the role of ephemera in the dissemination and promotion of underground scenes, its subsequent institutionalization of underground scenes was likely unanticipated by Red Ed. To a group of “outsiders”—to those who are not members of a particular scene, community, neighborhood, etc.—The Netletter’s material appears, at first glance, to be chaotic, haphazard, enigmatic.

The Netletter

Red Ed’s playful enumeration of The Netletter’s issues, which appears serialized at first glance, does not provide a coherent timeline. This absence of a definitive sequence makes it difficult to place The Netletter within Red Ed’s oeuvre. As such, we have to date issues based on their contents, cross-referencing various dated materials. The Netletter is arcane, “intermedial,” and heterogeneous. Yet, based on proverbial crumbs left behind (and by gathering circular bags), our best guess as to The Netletter’s place in overlapping and diverging social scenes—gallery, BDSM, party, restaurant, club, etc.—is that it served as an apparatus of goings-on in the neighborhood. This use of the term “aggregator” is intentional, as a gesture toward the ways in which The Netletter’s postmodern whole was constituted through the recombination of disparate elements. It also points towards Red Ed’s early adoption, IRL (in real life), of newly forming digital organizational, display, and production practices. A networking—a netletter. As a mash-up and alternative source of collected and peddled information, The Netletter therefore found its shape through the appropriation of various print and digital media forms: table of contents, newsletters, chatrooms, computer desks, and websites. If these modes of production and reception can be recognized by not only their distinct contents or purposes but also their respective aesthetics, then the visual language of The Netletter comes to be defined above all through their conglomeration. Overall, it earnestly and sarcastically embraced a disolving DIY ethic inherited from 1980s hardcore and 1970s punk scenes in New York City. As a partial map with many holes, suffused with Red Ed’s ALL-CAPS commentary and various adverbial elements, The Netletter now defines us, as much as it was once defined by, the personal and commercial environments in which it emerged. The Netletter provides a granular glimpse into micro-histories that are long gone or may have never been true to begin with and are no longer available as a whole. While it was assembled with an acute understanding of the role of ephemera in the dissemination and promotion of underground scenes, its subsequent institutionalization of underground scenes was likely unanticipated by Red Ed. To a group of “outsiders”—to those who are not members of a particular scene, community, neighborhood, etc.—The Netletter’s material appears, at first glance, to be chaotic, haphazard, enigmatic.

Typically ranging between two and six pages in length, typed in ALL-CAPS, and printed on letter paper of various colors, Red Ed’s was the fre
diego art-night-life space of various New York City neighborhood environments at the time, with quick fragmentary quips and lots of name-dropping. Periodically, however, it deals more explicitly and caustically with the gap between the commercial art scene and the world beyond it, even taking on a manifesto-like tone: 2


SITES OF (RE)PRODUCTION AND INREDISTRIBUTION

We can’t be sure if Red Ed had paying customers: at the time of production, although the project was definitely a practice, and perhaps one that looks between the commercial art scene and the world beyond it, even taking on a manifesto-like tone: 2
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resembled transitional, drifting between various aesthetics, modes of production, and scenes of circulation.

RESEARCH, DESIGN, PRINT, ASSEMBLE, CIRCULATE

Designed in conversation with David Wise, the form and content of this co-authored student-publication turns toward The Netletter as a source of reference, reflection, analysis, inspiration, reconsideration, appropriation, and departure. Conscious of the ways in which meaning is co-produced through the overlapping and diverging experiences of a publication’s producers and readers, contributions included within—generated through conversation with historians, artists, scholars, gallerists, curators, and professionals—appear in no particular order.

“Unique Attributes” offers an archivist’s account of The Netletter as well as its relationship to The Colin de Land and Pat Hearn Library Collection, and to CCS Bard’s Library and Archive. Hannah Mandel, CCS Bard Archivist, firmly situates this student-publication in an institutional context thereby underlining some of the possibilities and limits of engagement. “Weird Crumbs and Relics” parses different issues of The Netletter and of a threadbare network of social relations. Author, curator, and popular-culture critic Carlo McCormick comments on the histories of 1990s New York City downtown scenes, focusing on street, nightlife, and zine cultures, as well as the EV’s emerging queer scene. “Towards a New Art Order: Gossip as Viral Critique in The Netletter” takes up The Netletter to discuss its direct connection to, and love of, gossip as a mode of delivery within the shifting media landscapes of the time. Navigating various historical precedents, scholarship, and art world stars, Selby Nimrod explores this strategy of information dissemination. “Adhesives: Aggregating Identity, A Walk with Yuji Agematsu” documents New York City’s sidewalk decrees today, paying particular attention to its underacknowledged potential as material for routine collection and artistic production. Agematsu muses on the reconfiguration of memories and identities—object-based and personal—as well. “Publishing as Collective Practice—‘More Verb, Less Noun’” takes the form of an interview with Eva Weinnayer discussing modes of production and dissemination across various print forms and platforms. Weinnayer, by way of several projects she has participated in, helps to build a general understanding of publishing practices—solitary and collective—as a means of “finding comrades.”

As some contributors engage explicitly with The Netletter, others build on its form and content, or depart from it entirely. In reconfiguring The Netletter and its past, present, and future (mis)recognition, we have struggled, as a student-group, with its institutional historicization. This struggle has given way to collective processes of scattering and sifting: picking up The Netletter’s historical material to listen to its memories, looking for connections in our present and daily lives. In attunement with these findings, the resulting student-publication fills yet another transparent plastic mag-bag with loose-leaf material—text, graphics, and images—aggregated in 2019, but carrying with it the unmistakable impression of another moment and situation, from the early 1990s, in New York City, and with Red Ed.

A GOOD TIME WAS HAD BY ALL.13

There is a lot of slippage in The Netletter. Things that slipped through to our time, and things that had critical mass and momentum back then. They are all in a shambolic state, and you can see the vestiges of punk rock, hard-core, and nightlife. All these different worlds were desperate to get people in the door. The Netletter offers a rare insight into those scenes, if you want to get into these and read the weeds. It allows you to take the measure of what New York City was then, to see who was still around, who was doing things in clubs, and who was coming up.

Everyone was putting on a show. Clubs were more than just lifestyle and fun, they were also where you would go to find people if you had a gig and needed extra hands. It was literally a place where you could go and get a job. It was a place of interchange for writers, filmmakers, choreographers, painters, and musicians. Nightlife was so important then, it was a whole economy with so much energy.

Red Ed was a club guy. I first saw him around some of the lesser-known clubs that have since gone downhill—the ones that are no longer personal bastions for downtown experimental weirdness because they are catering to more and more people. He was a friend of Mark Kostabi and Baird Jones, and other people like that. He was distributing The Netletter on the street, riding around on his bike, I think, with this little book bag, and asking, “Did you get the new issue yet?” He was trying to fob it off and get a few bucks out of you for it, and otherwise he’d shove it in your hands anyway. It was his way of connecting with people. We all had different ways of connecting and interchanging.

WEIRD CRUMBS AND RELICS: INFORMAL HISTORIES OF THE NETLETTER AND OF THE 1990’S DOWNTOWN NEW YORK CITY SCENES

With Red Ed’s help, I was able to get into several clubs. There is a lot of slippage in The Netletter. Things that slipped through to our time, and things that had critical mass and momentum back then. They are all in a shambolic state, and you can see the vestiges of punk rock, hard-core, and nightlife. All these different worlds were desperate to get people in the door. The Netletter offers a rare insight into those scenes, if you want to get into these and read the weeds. It allows you to take the measure of what New York City was then, to see who was still around, who was doing things in clubs, and who was coming up.

Everyone was putting on a show. Clubs were more than just lifestyle and fun, they were also where you would go to find people if you had a gig and needed extra hands. It was literally a place where you could go and get a job. It was a place of interchange for writers, filmmakers, choreographers, painters, and musicians. Nightlife was so important then, it was a whole economy with so much energy.

Red Ed was a club guy. I first saw him around some of the lesser-known clubs that have since gone downhill—the ones that are no longer personal bastions for downtown experimental weirdness because they are catering to more and more people. He was a friend of Mark Kostabi and Baird Jones, and other people like that. He was distributing The Netletter on the street, riding around on his bike, I think, with this little book bag, and asking, “Did you get the new issue yet?” He was trying to fob it off and get a few bucks out of you for it, and otherwise he’d shove it in your hands anyway. It was his way of connecting with people. We all had different ways of connecting and interchanging.

WEIRD CRUMBS AND RELICS: INFORMAL HISTORIES OF THE NETLETTER AND OF THE 1990’S DOWNTOWN NEW YORK CITY SCENES
The Netletter was a weird adaptation of street marketing. Not only would Red Ed try to sell it on the street, but he was also making it an art piece and a multiple. That was the idea. It was the idea of street marketing, before the internet. Back then, if you had a big space or a big show, and you wanted to get the word out, you would hire kids, usually cool or cute kids, and ask them to hang out in front of the big or cool concerts at nightclubs to hand out flyers for other things.

It is possible to see drink tickets and other coupons in The Netletter. These were currency in New York. Clubs were so big, and the way they made their money was through something we would call nowadays a ticketing system, where people coming in on weekends from Connecticut, Long Island, New Jersey, or even outer boroughs. The thing is you couldn’t fill a club with just them, because they wouldn’t want to buy a drink ticket. People coming in on weekends from Connecticut, Long Island, New Jersey, or even outer boroughs. The thing is you couldn’t fill a club with just them, because they wouldn’t want to buy a drink ticket. The city’s mission was to fill a club with people, because the city would get a cut of it. The thing is you couldn’t fill a club with just them, because they wouldn’t want to buy a drink ticket.

KINCO’S AND ZINE CULTURE

It’s funny to me that in The Netletter there is a Kinco’s rate sheet, which makes me think: “Okay, Red Ed probably got a discount on this.” The Netletter is a very transactional publication, which reflects our low-level downtown analog and digital life of the 80’s. In the pre-internet age, everything is also transactional. Kinco’s and copy shops were really central at the time, although at that point they were on the downside of it. Xerox machines were a vital tool for artists. Todd Hodgeman started Todd’s Copy Shop, a coffee and Xerox place open to artists. A Xerox was like a back a page, and that buck was a lot of money. It’s not like a buck back then.

Red Ed was coming out of zine culture. At the time, there was an amazing bookstore filled with zines in New York called See Hear, which was run by this guy Ted Gottfried. It was vital for graffiti and outsider voices that had no power or cultural traction. With mimeograph and later Xerox machines, they were able to get broadcast in some limited ways. Punk had created certain vernaculars that still had a lot of traction throughout the 80’s. The first important punk zines were Swiftn’ Glue, in London; CLE, which stood for Cleveland, Search and Destroy, in San Francisco; and Punk Magazine in New York. Those zines were foundational, and so were the underground comics, which started in the free weeks. In New York, for example, we had the Rat (Subterranean News). Zines allowed for a lot of non-mainstream events to get peer review. All of this was based on fan culture and was more hardcore than punk. A lot of the bands that are mentioned in The Netletter were hardcore bands, and it was a shambles at this time. Nirvana hadn’t hit, and rock was not in a great shape, but there were a lot of other things going on.

The Netletter’s mode of distribution finds its roots in the ‘60s and ‘70s, as well as in the ‘80s. The ‘60s gave us the “Free Weekly,” which was an important outlet for music, because the clubs could use it to get the word out. You would pay for an ad in the back of SoHo Weekly News and the Village Voice, and people would know what bands were going to be playing at places like the Mud Club that week. The thing is, we had our own hardcore music, and the growing participation of suburban kids in its subculture, who had more money than the ones in the burnt-out cities.

EARLY BITS OF OBSCURE TECHNOLOGY

You can tell Red Ed was an early arriver. He was early with his idea of a “Fine Art Network,” both a telephone hotline and a pager, and he also promoted digital art. The only people I knew who had pagers were dealers: it was a weird early technology. The hotline probably worked very much as the magazine did, but it was a more current basis or something approximating internet time, where basically you would call and it would say: “Tuesday night, there’s a party here. Wednesday night, there is an opening there.” But not really.

The flexi discs are also an odd little thing in The Netletter. They were even cheaper than vinyl, these acetate discs. The first ones I saw were a kid who wore on cereal boxes, and then they were started to be included in magazines. The whole point was that it would contain something new, and for that reason you could charge fifteen dollars for a magazine, because people wanted a record that flexi disc.

VHS was another important, now obsolete technology. There was also Target Video and Survival Research Laboratories where artists were getting their work out in non-mainstream ways and having an impact. This early distribution of zines or VHS was underground, through word-of-mouth, different from the instantaneousness of the internet. The trading of music cassettes was also part of zine culture. A lot of the Riot Grrrl scene actually started specifically because girls were trading their music back and forth as this was the only way for distribution. It was a girls-only network. A lot of things could happen through these combinations of then-new media and emergent voices.

QUEREAU CULTURE AND EAST-WEST VILLAGE DIVIDE

One of the things that happened in the East Village versus the West Village was the birth of queer culture, which we didn’t quite realize was taking place at the time. We just realized that the gays were much more into punk rock than Judy Garland.

There was a group called FAFH, Fags Against Facial Hair, and Keith Haring was part of it. He did this big graffiti, right at Astor Place, which was in a way the gateway to the East Village, back when St. Mark’s was a strip, and the graffiti said “Clones Go Home,” signed Gateway to the East Village, back when St. Mark’s was a strip, and the graffiti said “Clones Go Home,” signed Gateway to the East Village, back when St. Mark’s was a strip, and the graffiti said “Clones Go Home,” signed Gateway to the East Village, back when St. Mark’s was a strip, and the graffiti said “Clones Go Home,” signed Gateway to the East Village, back when St. Mark’s was a strip, and the graffiti said “Clones Go Home,” signed Gateway to the East Village, back when St. Mark’s was a strip, and the graffiti said “Clones Go Home,” signed Gateway to the East Village, back when St. Mark’s was a strip.

In New York, for example, we had the Rat (Subterranean News). Zines allowed for a lot of non-mainstream events to get peer review. All of this was based on fan culture and was more hardcore than punk. A lot of the bands that are mentioned in The Netletter were hardcore bands, and it was a shambles at this time. Nirvana hadn’t hit, and rock was not in a great shape, but there were a lot of other things going on.

The Netletter’s mode of distribution finds its roots in the ‘60s and ‘70s, as well as in the ‘80s. The ‘60s gave us the “Free Weekly,” which was an important outlet for music, because the clubs could use it to get the word out. You would pay for an ad in the back of SoHo Weekly News and the Village Voice, and people would know what bands were going to be playing at places like the Mud Club that week. The thing is, we had our own hardcore music, and the growing participation of suburban kids in its subculture, who had more money than the ones in the burnt-out cities.
WEIRD CRUMBS AND RELICS: INFORMAL HISTORIES OF THE NETLETTER AND OF THE 1990'S DOWNTOWN NEW YORK CITY SCENES
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\"IT STARTED BEFORE THE GROUND WAR. BUT IT HAD ALL THE SAME OBJECTIVES. LIBERATE ART. AND RED ED DID JUST THAT FRIDAY, AS HE STORMED 100 GALLERIES.\"

The first two years of the 1990s were bleak on many fronts. Ann Fensterstock's insightful chronicle of the time, Art on the Block: Tracking the New York Art World from SoHo to the Bowery, Bushwick, and Beyond, recounts how the economic downturn of 1989 wrought havoc on New York's commercial art world:

"around early 1990...the phone just stopped ringing[.]

The glut of East Village galleries that had opened in the 80s created the "inevitable" conditions by which art's "quantity would come to rule [its] quality;" while the Whitney Biennials of the late 1980s stagnated, showing the same big-name artists year after year. Beyond this, Fensterstock notes that real estate speculation during those years became especially predatory, abetted by New York University's expansion through tentacular and insatiable property mongering. Driven by the city's desire to clean itself up and cash in on property values, the implementation of broken windows policing and the forced removal of homeless populations from the former 24-hour sanctuary of Tompkins Square Park in these years resulted in multiple violent clashes between East Village denizens and the city's police. Meanwhile, George Bush's war against Iraq was raging live via satellite, and the international HIV/AIDS crisis was in full swing.

During this period, a cryptic and intractable publication known as The Netletter circulated in editions of unknown numbers around Manhattan's Lower East Side art communities. It comprised a newsletter, printed on various colors of standard copy-paper, along with flyers promoting the BDSM club Paddles, gallery postcards, and other small items—among them matchbooks, business cards, and "safe sex kits." The newsletter and accompanying gallery and club-night flotsam were stuffed into large plastic bags with a zip closures of the variety that sheaths soft-core porn magazines on newsstands. The Netletter's issues ranged in themes from "THE FIRST MAX MAG BAGS WENT UP 60%...60%!!!!" ISSUE 5, to "THE REALLY. IT WAS ABOUT FISTFUCKING!!" ISSUE 5. Much of its content satirically banal, gossipy in a trolling kind of way, The Netletter purported to update readers on the goings-on of the Lower East Side's...
Aspen Allen suggests that World Wide Web and to suggest that user-generated media, describes the production of content by members, or “users,” of online communities, from Wikipedia to YouTube to social media. Though its vernacular use post-dates The Netletter by more than a decade, the term user-generated media itself existed in forms, like gossip, that long pre-dated such technology.

**FOR THOSE WHO HAVE TIED IN LATE: RED ED & GREEN GINA ARE GOING TO GET MARRIED! IT IS DUE 12-25-91 IT'S NAME WILL BE: CONCEPTUAL ART.**

As The Netletter matches bush标题, newsletter, and punk zine formats, it shares the formal specificity of unbound contents with an earlier publication, viewed through the lens of conceptualism. The articulation was published by Phyllis Johnson between 1965 and 1971, with guest-editors and designers that included Dan Graham and Andy Warhol. Writing about the serial publication as an alternative space for art, Gwen Allen suggests that The Netletter’s unbound format not only defied the aesthetic and sequential constraints of high culture and so-called mass or commercial culture. The earnest innovation of institutional critique, especially as they were articulated in apparent agreement with Rogoff’s thesis, gestures to overlapping and a postmodern interest in the (supposedly) classical codes and tropes of journalism, the newsletter, and the tabloid. In this way, The Netletter’s insistence on certain coded, minor, and unregulateable forms of communication always constituted a kind of “displaced, unencoded” space—a peer-to-peer method of sharing information. In other words, gossip does this, she argues, through its ability to “point … to alternatives to the structures of ownership in the business of cultural production.” The Netletter, in apparent agreement with Rogoff’s thesis, gestures towards these alternative, art-adjacent, and artist-led communities. Further, Netletter seems to flatten out these intersecting points into a single plane—an anti-commercial field of cultural production that prizes lived experience—where gallery shows, sex parties, and quips from neighborhood restaurant-workers are aggregated and co-existing art, sex, and party scenes. Additional regularly occurring columns and features included gallery shows, sex parties, and aspiring artists and cultural producers in the neighborhood and at large. Now ubiquitous, and no coincidence, then, that The Netletter’s format and content is designed to “destabilize the [exclusionary] historiography of Modernism.”

One entry points out that “high culture and so-called mass or commercial culture.”

The earnest innovation of institutional critique, especially as they were articulated in apparent agreement with Rogoff’s thesis, gestures to overlapping and a postmodern interest in the (supposedly) classical codes and tropes of journalism, the newsletter, and the tabloid. In this way, The Netletter’s insistence on certain coded, minor, and unregulateable forms of communication always constituted a kind of “displaced, unencoded” space—a peer-to-peer method of sharing information. In other words, gossip does this, she argues, through its ability to “point … to alternatives to the structures of ownership in the business of cultural production.”

Perhaps it is a consequence of my position of outsider-ness relative to the artistic scene The Netletter so tightly circumscribes, but observing how gossip—when concealed, “lurking”—is wholesale “lost among strangers” functions in The Netletter, I argue that its deployment as a highly particular form of communication, overlapping with the narrative content and emphasis. In other words, gossip spreads from speaker to speaker, it creates a kind of “small talk” that is otherwise “minimized” by the larger form that of the World Wide Web. Conceived of in 1989, the Web transformed the internet, then a military technology, into something closer to the widely-accessible utility of a peer-to-peer method of sharing information. In other words, gossip spreads from speaker to speaker, it creates a kind of “small talk” that is otherwise “minimized” by the larger form that is that of the World Wide Web. Conceived of in 1989, the Web transformed the internet, then a military technology, into something closer to the widely-accessible utility of
it is today.25 Given that Netletter is littered with references to nets and networks, not least of all in its title, this historic event was likely not lost on its creator and protagonist, Red Ed.

Considering gossip as an analogue model for user-generated media transmission, within the context of a publication as a conceptual artistic project, brings the various strands of The Netletter artist-publisher’s interests into focus. Red Ed is one of a few known pseudonyms for Edward Braddock III, who now goes by Carol Braddock.26 Today, she lives in Los Angeles, a self-described “Visual Block Chain Artist... Working [on] a massive 378 blockchain artwork.”27 In the East Village, though, Red Ed was, in addition to the publisher of The Netletter, the co-host and producer of On the Avenue, a public access television program that appeared twice per week on Manhattan Neighborhood Cable from 1989 to 1992. In an interview with Calyx, Ed describes the show as “top of the line spiritual guidance for the East Village.”28 Made with a crew that included recurring figures in The Netletter—artist Paul Kostabi, Green Gina, and others-On the Avenue included “art, music, and food reviews” and a regular two-and-a-half minute news segment. “The Ray Report,” as it was called, featured “commentary” on stories in the day’s newspaper from “Ray the Turkish guy who owns the tiny twenty-four-hour convenience stand at 113 Avenue A.”29 In time, structure, and concept, Red Ed’s On the Avenue, and The Netletter are related projects, both offering a specific, critical take on life in the rapidly-changing East Village. Both, also, prioritize the quotidian, equating the experience of art-making to nets and networks, not least of all in title, this historic event was likely not lost on its creator and protagonist, Red Ed. For all its ephemeral, contextual, and legible to, a small community. Writing about a later artist-made public access tv show, Cash from Chaos/Unicorns and Rainbows (1994-1997) Lauren Cornell points out that “the last decade of the twentieth century was marked by the turn from broadcast to user-generated media.”30 Such a turn, she argues, indicates not only a “change in the conception of ‘the people’ from passive receivers to critical agents empowered not only to unstitch” the “ideological mechanisms, messages, and psychic impressions” of mass media. It also suggests a move towards artistic interventions that “recode,” and “redistribute” these conventions “in the context of the art world.”31 Red Ed’s On the Avenue and The Netletter are indicative of this shift, anticipating the banality and the freedom presented by user-generated content that would come to define the first decade-and-a-half of the internet. Though The Netletter’s codified jibes are no longer legible to most, its gossip and goings on out of date both the tone of its critiques and the ephemeral nature of its content can be thought as a predecessor to artist-made meme accounts that in 2019 circulate trolling-but often deserved-criticism of contemporary art communities, markets and institutions by way of social media.32 As in The Netletter, the use of unifiable and decentralized gossip, is integral to their content—giving form to their equally ephemeral transmissions. Yet it is this context, along with gossip’s supposed oppositional position to sanctioned histories, that heightens a final irony in the annals of the largely forgotten Netletter. For all its ephemerality, The Netletter’s current status as an object of art-historical study, and its assured continued existence, are in fact direct results of archival practice. Preserved within the papers of the late art dealers Pat Hearn and Colin de Land, The Netletter’s gossip, and all the rest—now subsumed by the archive—has become a matter of historical record.


28 IBID.

29 IBID.


31 IBID.

32 A FEW EXAMPLES OF SUCH SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS, ACTIVE ON INSTAGRAM AS OF APRIL 2019, INCLUDE: #BREADBREATH, #BRAININTHEFRONTHEAT, AND #JERRYJOGGIAN. THIS IS BY NO MEANS AN EXHAUSTIVE LIST.
Eva Weinmayr is an artist, educator, and researcher based in London, United Kingdom, and Gothenburg, Sweden. In her work, she investigates the intersections between contemporary art, feminist pedagogy, and institutional analysis by experimenting with modes of intersectional knowledge formation. In this interview, we discuss with Weinmayr the production and dissemination of underground publications, the politics of authorship and reproduction, and publishing in relation to collaborative knowledge practices. The conversation also offers insights on collectivity in higher education and methods for archiving ephemeral materials.
In 2010, you and Andrea Francke launched the Piracy Project, dedicated to creating “a platform to innovatively explore the spectrum of copying / re-editing / translating / paraphrasing / imitating / re-organizing / manipulating already existing works.” How did the two of you go about assembling this framework? What was the impetus behind it?

Eva Weinmayr: The impetus was actually a very practical one, because The Piracy Project started out as a response to restrictive university policies. In 2010, the management announced the closing of the library of the Byam Shaw School of Art in North London, due to a merger with the larger University of the Arts. As an immediate reaction, students and staff protested, and kept the library running, making it self-governed, public, and intellectually and socially generative. AND Publishing, a publishing collective I am involved with, was part of this collective endeavor.

At this time AND was in conversation with Andrea Francke, who had come across Daniel Alarcon’s article on pirate book markets in Peru. This article planted the seed. We learned that some book pirates in Lima were modifying and amending the content of the books they were copying and circulating. That really triggered our imagination!

Because the now self-governed library of Byam Shaw had no budget for new acquisitions, we had a good reason to ask people to make copies of the books they thought should go into it. Through the international call for contributions, copies produced by staff and students at the art school, as well as through our field research in China, Turkey, Peru and elsewhere, we eventually gathered a collection of roughly 150 books that are also indexed on an searchable online catalogue.

When considering the large geographic range and quantitative scale of the project, we have often wondered about your working process, specifically, your interaction and engagement with different publishers and artists. Can you speak a bit about this? Have you ever been involved in legal issues regarding copyrights? If so, how did these incidents unfold?

The Piracy Project is not directly involved in peer-to-peer file sharing, as many digital shadow libraries are. So unauthorized dissemination is not a big issue.

Because we work with printed books, and have only one copy of each, we are not actively distributing material. The Piracy Project can perhaps be best described as a publishing, exhibition and archive project, but, most of all, it is a discursive project because we use the copies as a starting point for reading rooms, discussions, workshops, and debates, to rethink the ways we engage with each other’s work and to understand the problematics of copyright and the impact policy development has had on knowledge practices.

We are interested in the approaches and strategies of copying, in transformations and modifications, and, most importantly, the motivations behind these acts.

The “cases” within the Piracy Project vary immensely in their motivations and practical approaches. They range from creative appropriation to critical rewriting to political activism and acts of civil disobedience (in order to circumvent enclosures such as censorship and market monopolies), but they also include acts of piracy generated by commercial interests.

What all the books have in common is that they have been produced by building upon somebody else’s work without previous authorization – by being altered, improved, translated, reprinted or recirculated. Therefore, we would like to replace the term “piracy” with “unsolicited collaborations.” It’s really to inject some complexity in the discussion, because the debate around copyright produces such a reductive dichotomy.

It’s quite interesting – Gary Hall points out in his book Pirate Philosophy that when the word “pirate” first appeared in ancient Greek texts, it was closely related to the noun “peira,” which means trial or attempt. The “pirate” would then be the one who “tests,” “puts to proof,” “contends with,” and “makes an attempt.” “Contending with,” “making an attempt,” and “teasing” are at the core of the Piracy Project’s practice. Its aim is twofold: first, to gather and study a vast array of piratical practices, and second, to build a practice that is itself collaborative and generative at many different levels.

But your question about legal issues is relevant: even such exploratory artistic practice would be deemed unlawful in the courts, as three invited intellectual property lawyers confirmed during the performative debate “A Day at the Courtroom,” which the Piracy Project organized as part of its residency at the Showroom in London. The law does not like it when one instigates others to pirate books.

By locating creativity and originality in the way that material is handled and made public, many of your projects involving publishing (and publications) destabilize conventional notions of authorship (and ownership). What have been some of the more meaningful experiences for you that have played out across this borderline between reproduction and creative intervention?

I’ve actually gotten to be quite careful using the term “originality,” as it tries to make us think there is one specific moment of origin attached to the creative expression of one individual’s unique mind. And this corresponds with the logic of current copyright law, which is based on the constructed interdependency of authorship, originality and property. Copyright, after all, is not a transcendent moral idea, but a specifically modern formation of property rights produced by printing technology, marketplace economics, and the classical liberal culture of possessive individualism, as Mark Rose has shown.

My experience working in this field has been that it is quite hard to get out of this institutionalized reciprocity between authorship, originality, and property. It really stands in the way of collective intersectional feminist knowledge practices.
Collaborative work, with friends, strangers, and institutions, plays an important role in your practice. Can you speak to the importance of collectivity within the production, distribution, and circulation of publications?

Collectivity – very bluntly said – is one way to fight the increasing demand for individualization that we encounter throughout many facets of our (institutional) life. One experiment practicing collectivity within institutional contexts took place at Valand Academy, University of Gothenburg, in 2016. A workgroup comprising staff, students, and administrators worked over the course of a year to query critical pedagogies in the arts and to rethink normative knowledge practices by organizing the three-day international event “Let’s Mobilize: What is Feminist Pedagogy?”.

For this event, we replaced the term “conference” with “mobilization,” in order to shift the framework: in a conference, usually, individuals present their papers, whereas in a mobilization the emphasis is put on the agency, on that which follows. So participants who join a mobilization come with different desires, energies, and mindsets – wanting to work out together practical ways to translate research or knowledge into practice.

The mobilization’s workbook was not a finished object to be “delivered” – it had to be assembled and bound by the readers themselves. Four weeks beforehand, the workgroup organized an assembling day in the main entrance of the Academy, to introduce members of our own institution to the questions and topics posed by the event. Passing students, staff, administrators, and technicians sat briefly down to produce their copy while chatting with each other and exploring the content of the book and the upcoming event. This generated a social and intellectual moment bringing together members of the institution who hadn’t had much interaction before. In a second step we enlarged every page of the workbook to A1 size posters, and transformed the academy building into a walkable book by pasting the posters along the walls of shared spaces such as staircases, corridors, elevators, and bathrooms.

Such experiments try to think of publication not as a finite end product of something, but more as a “prop,” as Fred Moten and Stefano Harney describe it in the Undercommons: Fugitive Planning & Black Study. “If you pick it up you can move into some new thinking and into a new set of relations, a new way of being together, thinking together. In the end, it’s this new way of being and thinking together that’s important, not the prop.” Here, publishing becomes a process of co-constructing meaning, and that includes all moments of production, dissemination, and use.

In your essay “Library Underground — a reading list for a coming community” (2016), you have written that, within higher education settings, “collaborations among students are only valid, when each collaborator’s part can be clearly defined (and assessed).” Instead of such an understanding, you suggest that collaboration goes beyond the “sum of individual parts,” and that it is more important to inspire each other than to define each participant’s contribution. Can you elaborate further on these ideas? What are alternative approaches to collaboration, within higher education contexts, that stimulate active and continuous participation among collaborators?

It’s funny that you are asking this question, because I am currently struggling with how to do a PhD in artistic practice without falling into the normative modes of knowledge practices based on individual authorship and everything this entails. A PhD is basically constructed by two assumptions: it constitutes an “original contribution to knowledge,” and is made by an individual author. You can imagine how that goes against the very core of my inquiry and practice. I try to understand publication as a “verb” (a communicative process) rather than a “noun” (a static object, a result), because this shift from noun to verb privileges collective practice over individually authored objects.

But is it possible to approach a PhD thesis as a “verb,” as a collective and collaborative knowledge practice? One of my experiments uses a collaborative wiki as a site for writing the thesis. The wiki operates simultaneously as a platform for co-production, discussion, and dissemination. I am wary of framing collaborative practices from a single perspective (mine), because it would show only one side of the coin and could potentially streamline and historicize these joint projects. Instead, I would like to see the thesis as a site for thinking together and having disagreements.

However, there are also conflicts: I will be granted a PhD title, but others helped to achieve it. Even if I credit all the contributors to this wiki – by definition – there can be only one author who earns the PhD.

Secondly, as a doctoral researcher I am authorized by the university to conduct this inquiry as part of an artistic research framework. This affiliation comes with privileges, such as five-year employment, a monthly salary, and the financial security and headspace allowing me to commit to this inquiry. This authorization stands in stark contrast to most of my past, current, and potential future collaborators, who mainly live on precarious short-term teaching contracts.

How could I ask them to engage with this project, to invest time and effort to add their observations and perspectives? Could I find resources that would renumerate them for their time? Could I possibly share my employment contract with them? It’s interesting that I would not hesitate to ask for help, ideas, and critique in a non-institutional context outside of economies of money, authorization and audit, where other values govern an economy of exchange.

But as soon as a collaboration forms part of an institutionally authorized and validated setting – given its implicit merit system – working with non-institutional collaborators becomes ethically conflicted. In order to make these conflicts visible, instead of shying away from them, I developed contracts with each of my
In your essay “One Publishes to Find Comrades,” you discuss the performativity of posters via the Museum of Modern Art library in New York, which has been carefully amassing a collection of printed invitations and flyers since the 1960s. More significantly, you point out that this ephemera is also a form of “currency.” To me, the meaning and value of this currency shifts as it moves from the hands of its intended addressees to the vaults of institutions. What do you think about this relationship between the ephemeral and the institutional archives that seek to preserve them?

Anthony Huberman once described his skepticism about contemporary exhibition practices. If I remember correctly, he said that much of the difficulty in making an exhibition lies in the fact that to extract something from circulation — an object, image, practice, or idea — and to interrupt it, examine it, and exhibit it, is to do it great injustice. Especially for ephemera from social or political activist movements, these questions are key, because cultural institutions love to extract, appropriate, and sometimes streamline and co-opt these practices without engaging with the often messy social and political complications at stake. I am reminded here of Suzanne Briet’s thoughts in “What is Documentation?” She points out that a newly discovered antelope living in the wilderness would not be regarded as a document. However, once captured and brought to Europe to be exhibited without engaging with the often messy social and political complications at stake, it would become a document. This is because, as Lisa Gitelman states, “it would be framed — or reframed — as an example, specimen, or instance.”

But, of course, there is no question that there is value in institutional archival practices, as they are able to provide resources space and care to preserve ephemera for later generations. It’s a question of care. This is particularly important for feminist practices, as learning from past generations’ struggles means we don’t always have to reinvent the wheel. These documents expose the micropolitics of co-authorship and set the conditions for our collaboration. They also expose the tensions and contradictions at play.
PUBLISHING AS COLLECTIVE PRACTICE – “MORE VERB, LESS NOUN”

AN INTERVIEW WITH EVA WEINMAYR